Ekins' ambient analyte theory predicts, counterintuitively, that an immunoassay's limit of detection can be improved by reducing the amount of capture antibody. In addition, it also anticipates that results should be insensitive to the volume of sample as well as the amount of capture antibody added. The objective of this study was to empirically validate all of the performance characteristics predicted by Ekins' theory. Flow cytometric analysis was used to detect binding between a fluorescent ligand and capture microparticles because it can directly measure fractional occupancy, the primary response variable in ambient analyte theory. After experimentally determining ambient analyte conditions, comparisons were carried out between ambient and nonambient assays in terms of their signal strengths, limits of detection, and sensitivity to variations in reaction volume and number of particles. The critical number of binding sites required for an assay to be in the ambient analyte region was estimated to be 0.1 VK d . As predicted, such assays exhibited superior signal/noise levels and limits of detection and were not affected by variations in sample volume and number of binding sites. When the signal detected measures fractional occupancy, ambient analyte theory is an excellent guide to developing assays with superior performance characteristics.
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Theoretical guidelines for optimizing immunoassay performance have evolved from an analysis by Ekins more than two decades ago that defined conditions for assaying free thyroxin without perturbing its concentration. Elkins reasoned that the equilibrium between bound and free hormones would be undisturbed if only a trace amount of capture antibody were added [1] . Under these ''ambient analyte" conditions, Ekins' analysis also predicted, counterintuitively, that the signal-to-background ratio would be improved. He hypothesized that ambient analyte conditions and maximum occupancy would be attained whenever the amount of antibody was much less than the product of the equilibrium dissociation constant, K d , and the reaction volume 1 [2] . The insight that large surface areas are not required for high sensitivity 2 not only resulted in accurate tests for free hormones but also led Ekins in 1985 to the concept of high-density multiplexed assays and microarrays [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and a thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) 3 assay with a limit of detection of 0.0002 mIU/L or 1.4 aM 4 [10] .
Although ambient analyte theory predicts that optimal sensitivity can be attained by maximizing the fractional occupancy of the capture surface, another line of reasoning asserts that it is the total mass of analyte captured that determines the limit of detection. Remarkable sensitivity has been reported with these mass sensing assays where the number of capture sites was far above Ekins' limit [11, 12] . For example, Mirkin and coworkers reported attomolar sensitivity with a vast excess of antibody-coated magnetic particles [12] .
Sensitivity, however, is determined by a number of factors, including signal intensity, nonspecific binding, and variability in the capture surface. Designers of immunoassay systems assume that the reproducibility of results will be proportional to the volumes of sample and reagents added to the reaction cuvette, and automated analyzers contain sophisticated pipetting systems to ensure that volumes are precisely aliquoted to minimize variability. However, if the detection scheme measures fractional occupancy, as is the case with both planar and suspension arrays [6, 13, 14] , then under ambient analyte conditions Ekins' theory predicts that pipetting precision might not be important. Ekins showed that Eq. (1) reduces to
Ambient analyte theory
whenever the number of binding sites, SC m , is very much less than VK d , that is, when b << 1. Under these conditions, the assay is said to be in the ambient analyte region. Because all terms containing S and V have been eliminated in Eq. (2), one would predict that the signal representing the fractional occupancy, f, would be independent of the total number of binding sites or target analytes present in the reaction. This would translate into enhanced assay robustness because results would not be affected by errors in sample volume or amount of capture surface added. Although Eq. (2) provides the fractional occupancy for a single binding site, it is common for receptors to display heterogeneous binding characteristics, especially after immobilization onto a solid phase [15] . In this case, Eq. (2) can be modified to accommodate more binding sites. Such an equation for two binding sites would be
where a 1 = A o /K d1 and a 2 = A o /K d2 are dimensionless variables derived from the equilibrium dissociation constants of the two sites, K d1 and K d2 , and f 1 is the fraction of total binding sites that are of the first kind, f 1 = S 1 C m1 /(S 1 C m1 + S 2 C m2 ). Furthermore, the degree of heterogeneity of binding sites can be assessed using the Sips isotherm:
where h is the heterogeneity index [15] . In this article, using a two-component assay system, we demonstrate the ability of ambient analyte conditions to enhance assay performance and robustness. We examine the binding of labeled anti-goat immunoglobulin G (IgG) to immobilized goat IgG in a suspension array format to show that the assay not only exhibits higher sensitivity and signal strength but also is much more resistant to deviations in sample volume and the number of particles when in the ambient analyte regime.
Materials and methods

Materials
Carboxyl polystyrene particles (1.27 lm diameter and 1.05 g/ml density) and Rainbow Calibration particles (3 lm diameter) were generously provided by Spherotech (Libertyville, IL, USA). R-phycoerythrin (R-PE)-conjugated AffiniPure F(ab 0 ) 2 fragment donkey antigoat IgG H + L (product no. 705-116-147) was purchased from Jackson Laboratories (West Grove, PA, USA). Immunopure whole molecule biotin-conjugated goat IgG (product no. 31734) was purchased from Pierce (Rockford, IL, USA). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) was obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA) and used as the standard buffer for particle coating and analyte binding assays. IgG-free bovine serum albumin (BSA), also obtained from Sigma, was diluted in PBS and used as a blocker. BD QuantiBrite PE Beads were obtained from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA, USA). Assays were carried out in 0.5-ml polyethylene microcentrifuge tubes.
Particle coating procedures
Goat IgG was passively adsorbed to the carboxyl-modified surface of the polystyrene particles (1.27 lm diameter). A 50-ll aliquot of stock particles (5%, w/v, 2.22 Â 10 9 particles) was washed three times in PBS and resuspended in 50 ll of the same. The particles were sonicated for 1 min to prevent aggregation, and then 0.15 mg of goat IgG and enough PBS was added to make a final volume of 100 ll. The mixture was immediately vortex-mixed to ensure a homogeneous coating on the particles. The coupling was allowed to occur overnight at room temperature with constant mixing in a rotator. The particles were then washed in PBST (PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20) and stored at 4°C in PBS (containing 1% IgG-free BSA) at 1% (w/v).
Binding assays General
Capture particles were sonicated for 1 min and added to aliquots of target analyte (PE-labeled anti-goat IgG) as described below. The assay was incubated overnight (17 h) in a rotator at room temperature. This ensured that equilibrium was achieved for all of the assays. At the end of the incubation period, tubes were centrifuged and unbound PE-anti-goat IgG was separated as supernatant from the particles. The particles were washed three times in PBST and analyzed on a flow cytometer. Although flow cytometry assays do not require any wash steps, it was found that it was necessary because it helped to remove loosely bound analyte molecules (that may have bound nonspecifically).
Particle dilution assay
Particle dilution curves were obtained by incubating a series of particle dilutions (2. We compared the effects of changes in volume and the number of binding sites in ambient and nonambient analyte assays. For the change in volume experiment, the analyte concentration and the total number of particles were held constant. This experiment was carried out by incubating 8. The dependence of the response on the total number of particles was determined from the particle dilution assays described above.
Analyte dilution assay
To obtain analyte dilution curves, 2.66 Â 10 6 particles (surface area 0.135 cm 2 , b = 14.25) and final analyte concentrations ranging 5 Values of b were based on parameter estimates, C m = 3.8 Â 10
À12 mol/cm 2 and The value of C m was confirmed by quantifying the signal at full occupancy using the BD QuantiBrite PE Beads. QuantiBrite beads contain four PE intensities at known numbers of PE molecules per bead to provide a simple way of quantifying the PE-conjugated antibodies via flow cytometry.
Flow cytometry
Fluorescence from bound target was measured using a FACS (fluorescence-activated cell sorter) flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA, USA). For a standard sample, approximately 10,000 particles were excited at 488 nm and fluorescence emission was collected in the FL2 channel (585/42 nm). However, for more dilute samples, only 2500 particles were scanned. Flow cytometry data were analyzed using WinMDI (version 2.8), and median intensity values were recorded for each sample.
To standardize the measured fluorescence intensities for dayto-day comparison, we read Rainbow Calibration particles on the flow cytometer prior to our samples. Rainbow Calibration particles contain six fluorescence intensities and, thus, exhibit multiple peaks when seen in the flow cytometer. Each median fluorescence intensity value from our sample was divided by the intensity of the third peak of the calibration particles. Fractional occupancy was then calculated by dividing these values by the calibrated intensity corresponding to full occupancy (F m ).
Results
Determination of maximum occupancy
Ambient analyte theory predicts that when the number of binding sites is much less than VK d , fractional occupancy is maximized. As the capture surface area decreased from approximately 1 to 0.0001 cm 2 in the particle dilution assay for a final analyte concentration of 2.50 Â 10 À10 mol/L (Fig. 1) , the fractional occupancy increased from 0.006 to a plateau value of 0.47. The analyte concentration was selected to give a plateau fractional occupancy less than 0.5, indicating that A o < K d . 6 Maximum fractional occupancy was obtained with only 2 Â 10 4 particles, which was still a sufficient number to achieve good counting statistics in the flow cytometer. We also fit the data obtained from the particle dilution curves to Eq. (1) and again obtained estimates for K d and C m . The best-fit values and confidence intervals were 0.28 ± 0.0035 nmol/L for K d and 4.00 ± 0.13 pmol/cm 2 for C m (Fig. 1 ), which were within the confidence intervals of our initial estimates. 7 When an assay is in the ambient analyte range, the K d value can be more easily estimated with a one-parameter model. We fit Eq. (2) to analyte dilution curves obtained using number of particles that were within the ambient analyte range as determined from Fig. 1 . The approximated best-fit value for K d was 0.36 ± 0.03 nmol/L (Fig. 3A) . However, a one-site model did not seem to appropriately fit our data. Instead, a two-site model fit (Eq. (3)) was found to be more accurate (Fig. 3B) . The best-fit values for K d1 and K d2 were 0.11 ± 0.02 and 1.57 ± 0.29 nmol/L, respectively. The data can also be fit with the Sips isotherm (Eq. (4)), which is often used to study heterogeneity in solution. The bestfit values using the Sips isotherm were 0.41 ± 0.02 nmol/L for K d and 0.74 ± 0.02 for the heterogeneity index (Fig. 3C) .
The value of the capture probe density estimated from dilution curves was verified by calibrating the intensity signal of the flow cytometer using BD QuantiBrite PE Beads. The fluorescence intensity signal corresponding to full occupancy was quantified as 2.54 pmol/ cm 2 . The estimates for K d and C m are compiled in Table 1 .
Robustness of ambient analyte assays
Although ambient analyte conditions enhance performance by improving signal levels and minimizing background, they also impact precision by eliminating potential sources of error. In analytical methods that measure fractional occupancy, as is the case with flow cytometric assays, ambient analyte theory predicts that the , respectively. 6 In the plateau region where f is independent of b, a = f a /1 À f a and f a < 0.5 implies response will not be dependent on either the reaction volume or the number of particles added.
Response to changes in volume
Under ambient analyte conditions, we would expect that changes in the reaction volume would not affect the response for any given concentration of analyte. We chose two assay conditions; one in the ambient analyte range with b = 0.047 (surface area 0.000445 cm 2 ) and the other at b = 4.75 (surface area 0.045 cm 2 ). At each point, the required number of particles was added to final reaction volumes of 100 and 200 ll. From the data (Fig. 4A) , it is apparent that the signal measured for the ambient analyte case is insensitive to changes in the reaction volume. For the nonambient analyte case, however, there is a significant increase in signal when the volume of the reaction is increased from 100 to 200 ll.
We compared the two groups using an unpaired Student's t test assuming equal variance. The P value when the assay was performed in the ambient range was 0.16, which is not significant at the 0.05 level. Under nonambient conditions, P < 0.0001, indicating a significant difference.
We also obtained particle dilution curves for the assays carried out in final volumes of 100 and 200 ll while maintaining a constant analyte concentration (Fig. 4B) . The responses from the two curves converge as the assay enters the ambient analyte range (surface area <0.00131 cm 2 ) , showing that the response is robust to changes in analyte volume.
Response to changes in number of particles
When an assay is run under ambient analyte conditions, theory predicts that the fractional occupancy of the capture antibody is not dependent on the total number of binding sites and, hence, a change in the number of particles should not result in a change in signal. The theory is confirmed by the particle dilution response curve (Fig. 1) . At particle concentrations corresponding to b > 0.1 (total surface area >0.000947 cm 2 ), the signal is dramatically decreased by increases in the number of particles present in the assay. However, in the plateau region where b < 0.1, changes in the number of particles do not affect the signal.
In a particle-based assay, the number of capture sites, SC m , is reduced by changing the total surface area, S, while keeping constant the density of capture sites, C m . The calibration factors, F b and F m , used in calculating fractional occupancy,
, are constant because median background fluorescence per particle, F b , and maximum median fluorescence per particle, F m , do not vary with the total number of particles. This behavior might not be seen in other assay formats where the number of capture sites is modulated by varying antibody density.
Discussion
When an assay is performed under ambient analyte conditions, not only is fractional occupancy maximized but also the response ). Although this was larger than the value that Ekins predicted [2] , smaller differences from the maximum could not be detected because of experimental error.
It should be noted that for assay developers desiring to formulate their assays in ambient analyte conditions, the determinations of C m and K d are not required. These determinations were performed only to validate Ekins' predictions of the region. In practice, a particle dilution curve (Fig. 1) is adequate to provide an estimation of the number of particles required to maximize fractional occupancy.
Our experiments also showed the effects of changes in assay volume and number of particles on fractional occupancy under ambient and nonambient conditions. We found, as predicted (Eq. (2)), that assays in the ambient analyte region were insensitive to changes in volume and the number of particles. This could be particularly important for point-of-care assays where precise volumes may be difficult to obtain due to lack of operator expertise and equipment. , b = 0.047). At the higher particle concentration, fractional occupancy increases significantly (P value <0.0001) as a result of doubling the total reaction volume, whereas at low particle concentration, there was no significant difference in fractional occupancy (P value =0. In suspension arrays, sensitivity is a function of the number of fluorophores bound on a particle and the particle background. For our system, it was estimated to be 0.11 pmol/L in the ambient analyte range (Fig. 5A and B) . 9 As the number of particles increases beyond the ambient analyte region, fractional occupancy decreases, thereby decreasing sensitivity. Assay sensitivity can be further improved by using higher affinity antibody pairs or smaller particles. Although our assays were at equilibrium when measurements were acquired (data not shown), theoretically, ambient analyte conditions should also enhance nonequilibrium end points and will be the subject of a future study. The kinetics of assays carried out on microparticles and planar arrays has been reviewed elsewhere [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
The ambient analyte principle can be applied to all forms of immunoassays that measure a response proportional to the fraction of binding sites occupied. Saviranta and coworkers [8] and Dandy and coworkers [9] demonstrated that planar microarrays operate in the ambient analyte regime. In planar arrays, the ambient analyte region can be reached by reducing the capture spot size. We demonstrated that suspension arrays can also be formulated in the ambient analyte region by reducing the number of particles used in the assay.
Although we used a direct assay format in this study, our results would be applicable to sandwich immunoassays as well because the limiting step in these formats is the binding of analyte to the capture probe. The detector-labeled antibody, or secondary antibody, is typically in excess concentration.
By reducing the number of binding sites, the total number of target analyte molecules bound decreases, but the signal per unit area increases due to the reduction in total area. Therefore, assays formulated to operate in the ambient analyte regime are able to detect lower concentrations of target molecules with higher precision. The insensitivity of ambient analyte assays to sample volume and mass of binding sites is critical to the performance characteristics of microparticle-based assays and suspension arrays and possibly also of DNA and protein microarrays.
